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CROWN WORLD MOBILITY ANNOUNCES NEW GROUP PRACTICE LEADER
FOR COMPENSATION ADMINISTRATION, ELEANOR UNGEMACK
Hong Kong, January 31, 2013 - Crown World Mobility is pleased to announce the appointment of Eleanor
Ungemack as its new Global Practice Leader – Compensation Administration. Ungemack’s extensive industry
experience and expertise will add valuable support to Crown World Mobility’s compensation administration
initiatives and upcoming projects planned on behalf of its clients.
Ungemack has over thirty years of experience in the field of International Compensation. During this time, she
has held a variety of positions, including senior manager for a Big 4 tax firm, controller for the international
division of a Fortune 100 company and, most recently, as a manager of international assignment compensation
services.
Some of Ungemack’s career highlights include the development of a human resource/expatriate payroll system,
facilitation of training modules for international compensation analysts and standardizing processes for
compensation collection, which increased efficiency and reduced cycle time. She also led an extensive job
evaluation project for international compensation positions, creating a succession plan for compensation
analysts. Ungemack is a highly respected subject matter expert in international expatriate compensation and
taxation.
Ungemack stated, “I am thrilled for the opportunity to join one of the distinguished leaders in the global mobility
industry, Crown World Mobility. I look forward to working with my experienced team and contributing to the
growth of our world-class international compensation team that serves the needs of our highly sophisticated and
knowledgeable clients.”
Born in Scotland, Ungemack has traveled extensively throughout Asia and Europe. Along with her husband Curt
and their three-year-old Collie mix Ollie, Ungemack lives in Shelton, CT, and enjoys boating and watching
football.

Visit Crown on the Web at www.crownworldmobility.com.
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Crown World Mobility (www.crownworldmobility.com) is a division of the Crown Worldwide Group. Crown World Mobility
partners with corporations worldwide to provide comprehensive and customized global mobility management solutions to
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